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FOREWORD 


The International Ultraviolet Explorer, or WE, formerly known as the Small 
Astronomy Satellite (SAS-D), was first considered late in 1969 as a result of 
recommendations made by the NASA Astronomy Mission Board in their pubUca
tion of a document, A Long-Range Program in Space Astronomy, which recom
mended an integrated space astronomy plan for the 1970's. Various programs 
were identified for UV astronomy such as the OAO and LST. By the end of 1969, 
however, it appeared unlikely that it would be possible for NASA to laWlch OAO
type spacecraft after OAO-C. As a result, it was recommended that an Explorer
class satellite should be investigated to see if it could meet the needs of a UV 
astronomy program. The Astrophysics Research Unit of the United Kingdom'S 
Science Research COWlcil had already conducted a study for ESRO, known as the 
UVAS study, concerning a 45 cm telescope with an echelle spectrograph. As a 
result of this study and the recommendations by the Astronomy Mission Board 
for an Explorer-class satellite ,Goddard Space Flight Center conducted an "in
house!! Phase A Study during the summer of 1970. Because the objective of the 
study was a system able to operate primarily as a guest observer facility, God
dard established an Astronomy Working Group to provide continuing scientific 
guidance. The original members of the Working Group were selected for their 
experience in developing spaee astronomy instrumentation and because of their 
interest in using Explorer-class satellites for astronomical observations. As 
the des ign of the satellite becomes fixed, the composition of the Working Group 
Is being changed to reflect an increasing emphasis on how the satellite should 

. operate as an astronomical observatory. The current members of the Working 
Group are: 

A. Boggess 

E. BOhm-Vitense 

P. Conti 

W. Fastie 

H. Gursky 

M. Hack 

L. Houziaux 

Goddard Space Flight Center 

UniverSity of Washington 

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics 

Johns Hopkins University 

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 

Trieste Observatory 

University of Mons 
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E. Jenkins Princeton TJniversity 

J.Oke Hale Observatories 

T. Owen State University of New York. Stony Brook 

M. Plavec University of California at Los Angeles 

B. Savage University of Wisconsin 

A. Underhill (Chairman) Goddard Space Flight Center 

R. Wilson University College London 

As implied by itB name. nTE is an international undertaking. The satellite 
and optical instrumentation are to be provided by the Goddard Space Flight Cen
ter. The television cameras to be used as detectors will be provided by the 
United Kingdom Space Research Council. ESRO is to supply solar paddles for 
the satellite and will construct a European control center. This cooperation is 
to continue after launch. when two-thirds of the observing time will be directed 
from a control center at Goddard Space Flight Center and one-third of the time 
the satellite will be operated from the European control center near Madrid. 

This summary describes the satellite and instrumentation that are defined 
by the ruE System Design Report. It is intended to give the information on the 
satellite's performance and operation that is needed by a potential user in order 
to formulate his obse2.~ving program. A more detailed observing handbook will 
be written when the characteristics of the flight instrument have been measured. 
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THE SYSTEM CONCEPT 

The basic concept underlying the design of the Inter national Ultra.violet Ex
plorer is that of an ult raviolet astronomical observatory intended primarily for 
use as an international research facility . Astr onomers should be able to come 
to this observatory and carry out their own observing programs without going 
through t edious training courses in the specialized techniques of operating a 
telescope in earth orbit. For a low orbit , special t echniques become necessary 
not only because of the relatively complicated observing environment resulting 
from the orbital geometry but also because this environment changes so rapidly. 
Tbe observer has litt e opportunity to evaluate and take advantage of particular 
observing s ituations as they arise . Rather he must rely on pre-planned auto
matic sequences that are often only indirectly r espons ive to the scientific re
quirements of the observation. 

Many of these complications become less severe at higher altitudes and, in 
the special case of a synchronous orbit, the problems and techniques of telescope 
operation become r emarkably s imilar to those at ground observatories which are 
already familiar to every observing astronomer. The choice of a synchronous 
orbit is then an important ingredient in achieving the objective of a guest obser
vatory where the observers oan concentrate on astronomy rather than become 
experts in satellite orbital operations. The synchronous orbit does restrict the 
weight and, therefore , the s ize of the telescope that can be used. However, in 
the IDE this restriction has been counterbalanced by the relatively efficient de
sign of the telescope instrumentation. 

The WE is to contain a 45 cm telescope which will be used exclusively for 
spectroscopy. The scientjft:.~ aims of the project have not been alter ed since 
the earliest studies of its feasibility. They were summarized in the original 
feasibility study as follows: 

• 	 To obtain high-resolution spectra of stars of all spectral types in order 
to determine more precisely their physical characteristics 

• 	 To study gas streams in and around some binary systems 

• 	 To observe at low resolution faint stars , galaxies . and quasars, and to 
interpret these spectra by r eference to high-resolution spectra 

• 	 To observe the spectra of planets and comets as these objects become 
accessible 

! 
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Figure 1 . An Eche lle Spectrogram of the Sun. 
(Photograph obtained by R. Wilson, Astrophysics Research 

Unit , Culham l aboratory from a Skylark rocket fired 
at Woomera, Austra lia, April 7, 1970.) 
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Figure 2, The Ce lestia Sphere from Synchronous Orbit 
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• 	 To make repeated obser vations of objects known or newly found to show 
variable spectra 

• 	 0 define more precisely the modifications of starlight caused by inter
stellar dust and gas . 

These scientific aims are predicated on a capability of obtaining both high
resolution spectra (-0 . 1A) of bright objects and low- resolution spectra (- 6 A) 
of fainter objects . Determining the equivalent widths of fatIlt lines used to 
measure chemical abundance, or the profiles of stronger lines used to study gas 
motions, requires a spectral r esolution of at least O.2A; a resolution of O. lA 
or better is desirable. ww-dispersion spectroscopy , on the other hand, serves 
primarily in the observat ion. of faint sources . Observing programs calling for 
this capability e ither do not require high res olution for analysis or they involve 
sour ces with intrinsically broad spectr al features, and emphasis is placed on 
limiting magnitude rather than resolving power. The destre to record complete 
ultr aviolet spectra rather than selected spectral regions dictates the use of 
spectrographs with the capability of recording a spect ral image, rather than 
pectrum scanners. 

An echelle spectrograph has been selected to obtain the high resolution 
spectra des ired for brighter objects . With this type of instrument a high dis
persion 1s eas ily achieved, and ther e is an additional advantage that the format 
of the spectrum can consist of a series of adjacent spect r al orders displayed one 
above another in the r aster like pattern illust r ated in Figure 1. This format 
makes efficient use of the flensitive area of the SEC Vidicon television tubes 
which will be used to integrate and r ecord the spect rum . Since the echelle 
spectr ograph design contains a high dispersion echelle grating in series with a 
low dispersion grating, the instrument is easily converted into a low resolution 
spectrograph by simply inserting a plane mirror in front of the echeHe, leaving 
the low dispersion grating t o act alone. 

In order to achieve the dispersion required in the high r e solution mode, it 
has been necessary to split the spectrum from 1150 to 3200A into two r anges, 
and two exposures are r equir ed to r ecord the entire spectrum. Observing effi 
ciency is not Significantly affected, however . for the gr ating blaze angles and 
other design par ameters can be separately optimized for the two spectral ranges, 
greatly improving the optic al effic iency . Two exposures would frequently be re
quired in any case in order to optimal y expose both the short and long wave
length portions of the ultraviolet spectrum. 

The t e lescope is to be placed in a synchronous or bit such that it can be in 

continuous contact with the operations center located at Goddard Space Flight 

Center. The satellite can also be controlled from a second center near Madrid. 
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and observing time will be shared by the two centers. This arrangement is con
eptuall different from previous orbiting observatories which communicated 

with ground stations only inter mittently and so had to be self-contained. auto
mated systems that acquired data while not under direct ground control . In t he 
case of IDE . control and performance monitoring will be exercised continually 
from the ground. The tele scope fie ld can be recorded with a teievision camera 
and displayed to the observer, who c an identify his target star and direct the 
course of the observation essentially in real time . The "Observatory," here
fore. i s comprised of the ground control center , where the astronomer ',iews 
his television monitors, and the optical and electronic instrumentation located at 
synchr onous altitude. The fact that the telescope remains at nearly a constant 
longitude permits the concept of local s idereal time to regain validity as a tool 
in planning and carrying out observing programs . The two most significant 
scientific advantages of the synchronous orbit are that the astronomer has phys
ical access to the observatory where he can directly participate in the telescope 
control loop and t at the observing circumstances develop at the diurnal r ate so 
that plans and real t im deoisions can be made in an effective and orderly 
manner . 

The Earth wil l subtend an angle of seventeen degr~s as seen by the tele
~ and the area of sky available at any given time is much greater than from 
lower orbits or from the ground. Moreover, the region of the celestial sphere 
periodically occulted by the Earth is also greatly reduced as indicated in Figure 
2. As a result, in most parts of the sky long exposures or the monitoring of 
variable phenomena need not be periodically inte rrupted because of earth occul
tations. The plane of the satellite orbit w' be chosen to coinc ide approxim ely 
with the ecliptic so that the SWl will be eo Lipsed by the Earth for about one hour 
each day. This time may be use 0 observe inner planets or other objects too 
close to the sun for ordinary observation. 

The most serious concern about the synchronous orbit is that observations 
must normally be made in full SUDligbt. T.ele.scopejJa,ffle-designs-hax.e...been I 

carefully evaluated. both theor etically and b cO!!!parison with . !!jested de
signs, and it is PQ8sible...to Ieduc_e scattered sunlight to a negligible amo~t . 
~att~ ear1:hliPt . m icult to c ntrol, and thescattered light eve! 
may noticeably increase when the telescope is oriented so that earthlight falls 
inside the telescope tube . Fo-rtunately . the Earth's s ectrum contains very 
little energy below 30 With an opt ics and detector system pr oper ly designed 
to lDsensitive to vis ible wavelengths, the limiting magnitude of the spectro
graph will not be appr eciably affected by Earth light . The offset system 
can be influen.Q¢ I?Y Eart,.!t light , however , and near the Earth ' s limb obse a
tions ma be restricted to fields containing relatively bright guide stars . 
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THE lUE SFAC ECRAFT 

Figur e 3 shows an artist's conception of e satellite's appearance in orbit. 
The spectrographs are inst.alled in a central cavity in the octagonal structure. 
The telescope tube extends forward and terminates in a hood cut at 43 degrees 
to baffle out sunlight . Solar paddles extending from the spacecraft body provide 
power . Thermal louver s are located on the shaded side of the body to control 
temperature . The fourth stage motor used to put the spacecraft in synchronous 
orbit is located to the rear, as are the small gas thrusters used to maintain sta
tion and to dump excess angular momentum . 

The overall haracteristics of the IDE satellite are listed in Table 1. The 
spacecr aft body houses three principal subsystems in addition to the telescope 
and its instr umentation. They are power, stabilization and control, and com
munications and data handling . The power source is a solar array which ener
gizes the satellite directly during sunlit periods and charges batteries that pro
vide power when the satellite is in shadow. The solar padd es are fixed to the 
spacecraft body but, as may be Been in Figure 3, their surface is convex toward 
the sun so that adequate power can be generated over a -wide r~e of telescope 
point' s. The aver age power consumption of the satellite is expected to be 185 

atts , and the arrays are able to exceed this amount for all pointings greater 
than 4:3° from theJiWl. Since the satellite is not cesigned to point closer to th~ 

30sun than when in sunlight, a power negative condition (Le., discharging 
batteries) occurs only during eclipse. The arrays contain solar cells only on 
their convex side . - addition, the thermal design is predicated on one side of 
the spacecraft being hot and the other s ide cold, so the posit ion angle of the 
telescope must remain fixed with r espect to the sun. 

The stabilization and control subsystem consists of a set of reaction wheels, 
which slew the spacecraft or stabilize it while pointing at a star, and a set of 
gyroscopes, which contr ol the slews and pointing. Slews are executed sequen
tially about one axis at a time at a rate of 4 to 5 degrees per minute, and the 
positional error at the end of a slew sequence is to be less than 2 arc minutes. 

e momentum wheels wiU slowly accumulat angular momentum due to exter
nal torques on the spacecraft and due to noise in the wheels themselves, and 
this excess energy must occasionally be dumped by firing small hydrazine .ets. 
Angular momentum dumps will be initiated manually at scheduled times; they 
are expected to occur less than once per day. The amount of hydrazine on board 
ult imately limits the useful lifetime of the spacecraft; it will be launched with at 
least a five year supply. The long life goal raises questions about wheel and 

o r eliab.1lity. Four momentum wheels will be flown, one in each of the three 
control axes plus a fourth oriented at 45 0 with respect t o the pitch and yaw 

heels. With this configuration the fourth w eel can act as a back- u to either 
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TABLE 1 


IUE Parameters 

Body Diameter 

Overall Length 

Spacecraft Weight 

Scientific Instrument Weight 

Apogee Motor Weight 

Total Weight 

Launch Vehicle 

Life 

Orbit 
~-

Power Required
l 

I Array Capability 

~OfLlfe) 
Batteries (2) 

142cm 

422 em 

275 kgm 
-

107kgm 

286 kgm 

668kgm 

Delta 2914 
-

3 to 5 years 

Geosynchronou , 28 0 inc lination 

185w aver age 


407w max; 242 w 45 0 and 

180 0 from sun 


12-AH NiCad Cells (17 each) 

tTelemetry 2.5 to 40 kb/s with fixed and 
reprogrammable formats 

-
Command PCM/FSK/A , 1200 bls 

- i 

the pitch or ya.W -wheeLw.ith.-the aid of coordinate transform information from the 
Bpacecr~s on-board comJ>uter. Becaus the telescope is less sensitive to 
errors wroll orientation, the hydrazine jets can control roll directly in case 
tMroll momentum. wheel fails . The gyro package also contains redundancy for 
long life. The inertial reference unit consists of six non-orthogonal gyros , 
oriented such that any three of them can provide three-axis control information 
with the aid of the spacecraft computer. Ground computers can be substituted 
for the on-board computer if necessary. When gui 0 a t t • the 
spacecraft 1 F ine 
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guidance is achieved by use of an offset star tracker ooking at an off- axis star 
in the telescope field. W"th guide stars brighter than 12m • the tracker can con
trol the momentum wheels clirectly. When fainter guide stars must be used, 
direct control comes from the gyros which are periodically updated with infor
mation from the star tracker. Guide stars ae faint as 14m can be used with this 
mode of operation . 

The communications and data handling subsystem accepts commands from 
the ground and transmits scientific data, pointing information, and engineering 
status. This subsystem also contains tb.e spacecraft computer which is used 
for performing attitude control law calculations and some other functions whose 
timing is too critical to depend on the reliability of the ground data link . The 

_spacecraft can accept ground commands at 1200 bits per second through either 
an S-ban reoe ve. ornrnands may so he issued by the un- board 
computer , and the execution rate of commands from both sources can be 50 per 
sec~ Data is sent to the ground via an S-band transmitter operat ing at 40,000 
bitsper second. E~ <,tata sample is transformed into an 8 bit data wor d and 
trans err to a serial data bit stream. The telemetry iB-diYided into frames 
121rwords ong and. during xeadout of soientific data, g6 words per frame are 
devoted to scientific data. The television tube readout is clocked by the telem
etryand ranged in a fix d frame format 80 that, if noise is introduced dur ing 
data transmission, it should appear as fixed pattern noise in the final image and 
should be removable. An entire spectrograph imag~ will occupy 6144 succeasive 
frames Qf. telemetry. requiring 2. 7 minutes t o transmit to ground. 

The on-board computer is a modularized device oonslsting of a processor 
module, which contains the central processor unit and input/output c ircuitry, 
and random access memory modules, each containing 4096 eighteen bit words. 
Two processor modules w1l1 be included for redundancy and four memory mod
ules will be flown. The computer will be used for all stabilization and control 
calculations and will also be convenient for controlling various operational se
quences. However, the ground control computer Is functionally equivalent to 
the on-board computer and, in practice . the observational pr ograms should be 
independent of the computer configuration. 

THE SCJENTlFIC INSTRUMENT 

The IUE Sclentifio Instrument consists of three assemblies : the Optic al 
Unit, shown in Figure 4, and two electronics boxes mounted on a spacecr aft 
equipment shelf. The oomplete Scientific Instrument including electronics is to 
weigh 107 kgm. The Optical Unit, which includes the sunshade. telescope , 
spectrographs, and detectors, is 301cm long and 66 cm at its largest diameter. 
Other pertinent characteristics of the instrument are listed in Table 2 . 
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TABLE 2 


Scientific Instrument Parameters 

Telescope 
1---

Figure Ritchey Chretien 

Aperture 45cm 

P r imary Focal Ratio f/2.8 

Effective Focal Ratio f/15 

Plate Scale 30.5 arc sec/ mm 

Image Quality 
t 

1 arc sec 
I 

Acquisition Field 
I 

1,0 arc m in diameter 

Spectrographs 

Type Echelle 

I
Entrance Apertures 3 arc sec oirc le or 10 x 20 arc sec ellipse 

Detectors I SEC Vidicon Cameras 

High Dispersion Short X Long X 

Range 1192 - 1924A 1893 - 3031A 

Resolving Power 104 1. 5 X 104 

I 
Low Dispersion 

I 

Range 1135 - 208SA 1800 - 3255 A. 

Resolution 6A 6A 

9 
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The telescope is an f/15 Cassegrain t elescope with a Ritchey Chret ien fig
ure. The primary is 45 cm in diamete r and is made of beryllium . coated with a 
layer of low stress electro-less nickel which receives the optical polish . The 
secondary has an 8cm aperture and is fabr ocated of ULE quartz to minimize the 
telescope's sensitivity to temperature changes near the front end of the tube. 
The teles ope can be focussed by moving the se ,ondary through a r ange of 750 
Ilm in 7.5 /-Lm steps, and the structure wi be well enough stabilized mechani
c ally and ther mally so that proper focus can be maintained with that r ange of 
adjustment on the secondary. A shutter is installed just behind the primary 
mirror. in order to protect the instrumentation in case the telescope should in
advertently be pointed toward the sun. The shutter can be c losed either upon 

ound comman.a or automatically by a diode, m ounted on the back of the s econ
dary, which can s ense the presence of sunlight inside t e t elescope tube. Vlij;h 
tliis shutter , the scientific instrument should be able to survive a direct pointing
'- - . 

at the sun, but would require many hour s to r egain its thermal balance. Irradi
atiOIi !?y the Moon or sunlit Earth will not damage the instrumentation. 

The t elescope is carefully baffled, as may be seen in F Ogure 4, in order to 
permit observations in the presence of sunlight and earthlight . Since the power 
system requires that one side of the solar paddles always face the sun, the baf
fle design is predicated on the assumption that sunlight only stro es one side of 
the telescope. The forward hood is extended on that side so that the telescope 
may be pointed as close as 43° to the sun without sunlight entering the telescope 
tube. Furthermore, the forward lip of the hood is fitted with a double diffraction 
edge 80 that solar radiation must undergo at least two edge diffractions before it 
can be scattered into the telescope tube. The internal baffling is designed 0 

that scattered light entering th~ °i;ube must suffer at least two reflection from 
diffuse black surfaces before it can strike a telescope mirror, from which it 
must be diffusely scattered to enter the fie ld of view. Scattered sunlight is not 
expected to be of any concern as long as the 43 0 pointing r e st r iction is observed. 

Radiation from the Earth is more difficult to exclude than solar r adiation. 
Unlike the sun , whose direction is fixed, the Earth is a 17° diameter object 
which exhibits phases and moves along the ecliptic at the diurnal rate. The 
baffles in the forward hooo. are angled so that radiation striking them is reflecte 
forward, out of the telescope. As a result, little Earthlight c an enter the tele
scope tube for pointing directions more than 90 0 from the Earth' s limb , a lowing 
normal observations to be possible. Under these r estrict'ons eve y point out
side the forbidden zone around the sun is observable for at least e even contin
uous hours a day. The internal baffling inside the telescope tube is good enough 
~llow spectroscollic e aures to be made with the Earth as close ali 20° t 
the pointing direction . However .the bacwoWld in the offset t r acker may in
c ease..so that observations would be restricted. to fields containing gJJide stars 
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Wghter than..ab_ ut m . Under these c ircum stances , every point out s ide the 
solar forbidden zone is ob ser vable for at least e ighteen continuous hours a day. 

Target identification and fine guid.ance are accomplished using an acquisition 
camera and an offset tracker which can view the t elescope field surround.ing the 
spectrograph entrance apertures. The fie ld radiation fall s upon an optical flat 
containing the entrance apertures and is reflected into a r e lay optica l system 
which is shown chematically in Figure 5 . The beam splitter reflect s 70 percent 
of the r adiation towards the offset tracker, while the r m ainiDg 30 percent is 
focussed on one of the two redundant acquisition te levision c amer as. The relay 
lenses are designed to pr ovide the largest field possible and still maintain the 
angular r esolution required for each device. As a result , the acquisition cam
eras z which must be able to measur.e the angle betwee the t;J. get star and an 
entrance aperture to within...o . 5 _arc sec, have 10 arc minute fields of view. The 
a£!lIDsitiQn cameraa.are white light sen " "ve , ang a nom "_ one s econd expo
sure can r each fourteenth m nitude . The camer~ayye used to obtain de

' Ied image s of the tar..(ield if desired, but the data transmission time for 
such an image is 2 . 7 minutes , just as it i s for the pectrogr aph im~es. Two ') 
alternat e readout modes may be"employed which allow mu h fa ster readout. One 
is a data compressed mode in which the field is sampled in 2" x 2" steps, and 
the presence or absence of radiat"on above a selected threshold is transmitted. f 

This low quality picture should be adequate for most field ident ification prob
lems and can be transmitted to the ground in only e ight seconds. After the ap
proximate pOSitions of the target and guide star s have been deter m ined, a second 
exposure to measure the exact positions of these stars can be transmitted usLng 
the third readout mo e. This mode contains a r andom access feature in which 
only small areas surrounding tl:>.e stars of int erest are read out . The limited 
readout requires less than five seconds and can provide accurate positional in
formation in order to calculate the slews necessary to place the target star in 
the desir ed entran e aperture. Since the apertures wi ll generally be invisible 
Pl'ojected against the dark sky, three small fiducial l ight sources are embedded 
in the aperture plate and appear semi-stellar in the acqUisition camera images. 
The poSitions of the apertures are accurately known with respect to these "arti
fic ial s tars" so that measurement of the angles between the target star and the 
"artificial stars" suffice to determine target star pOSition . 

After the target star has been identif·ed and maneuvered into t e spectro
graph entrance aperture. it c an no longer be seen by the acquis~tion camera or 
offset tracker. Therefore, it is ecessary to des ignate a suitable field star as 
the guide st ar . The tracker is t en offset to the approximate position of the 
guide star. The tracker executes a local search . finds the star . and generates 
the error signals necessary to hold the star in position. The offset tracker iF' 
an image dissecto with an instantaneous fie d of 18 c seconds whic can e 

~ 
positioned anywhfare 'Mit" t tal field 16 arc minutes i . diameter . The t r acker . 
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in combination with the gyro package, i s designed to provide ± 1 arc sec gJ!idance 
(one sigma) on fourteenth m "tude stars . The tracker only provides guidance 
information about the pitch 2.Ild yaw axes. Cont r ol of roll about the optical a..'Cis 
of the telescope is much less critical and can be maintained adequately by the 
roll gyro with occasional update from a sun sens or that monitors the poSition of 
the sun to about one arc minute. The tracker field of view is large enough so 
that a suitable guide star can almost always be found, even at the galactic poles. 
In the rare event when a guide star does not exist, two other guidance techniques 
are possible. For stellar targets, spacecraft stability will be maintained by the 
gyros and the tracker will be adjusted to monitor the entrance aperture" When 
the star drifts out of the aperture, the tracker can detect star presence and 
trigger a slew command to drive the star back into the hole. For extended tar
gets, spacecraft stability will still be maintained by the gyros. but images from 
the acquisition camera will periodically be examined to determine the position 
of the aperture on the extended object. Slews to maintain position can then be 
manually commanded from the control center. These last two guidance modes 
are general enough to be applicable in any conceivable field, but they are less 
efficient operationally than the principal offset tracking mode which will nor
mally be employed. 

The location of the plate containing the spectrograph entrance apertures 
is shown in Figure 6, and the appearance of that plate as seen by the acquisition 
camera is illustrated in Figure 7. There are four apertures in the plate: a 
small hole and large slot feeding the short wavelength spectrograph and a second 
small hole and large slot feeding the long wavelength spectrograph. ~o 

s ectro L hs are hysicaUy separate and a spectrograph is sel ted intmg 
the telesco e so that the im '3 or t e tar et star ente an ap~r:tur._ou.....I'.:i&II:U 

ectr aph. The small 3 arc second apertures are normally used, the larger 
apertures being shuttered. The larger apertures are available so that a larger 
solid angle can be utilized on extended objects at some sacrifice in spectral res
olution. The larger apertures would also allow observations to be made even if 
the spacecraft guidance should become badly degraded. Operational aspects of 
using the two apertures will be discussed below. The poSitions of the fiducial 
sources that appear as artificial stars in acquis ition camera images are shown 
in Figure 7. In order to reflect light into the acquisition camera and fine error 
sensor relay optic s, the aperture plate is t ilted 45 a with respect to the telescope 
axis. The axis of tilt is through the 3 arc sec apertures and the f ducial sources 
that flank them. As a result, these aperture s and sour ces appear properly in 
focus while the third source, which is away from the tilt axis , will be sli.ghtly 
de-focussed. Its light center can still be accurately determined, however. 
Similarly, the edges of the larger slots will appear 8light~v out of focus to the 
spectrograph cameras , even though an object viewed thr o o-h these slots is in 
good focus. Lll other words, the edges of a large s lot wil not be sharply defined 
when projected against an <;lxtended source . 
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A simplified RChematic of the arrangement of the spectrographs is shown in 
Figure g. The short wavelength spectrograph is a three element echelle system, 
containing a.n off-axis paraboloid as collimator, an echelle grating, and a spher
ical first order grati.ng that is used to s~arate the echelle orders and to focus 
the resulting spectral display on the television camera. The long wavelength 
spectrograph :it s identical.., except that two 45° flats are inserted to shift the light 
rays diverging from the entrance aperture so that they will not interfere with the 
rays falling on the short wavelength collimator. Either spectrograph may be 
converted to a low dispersion instrument by inserting a flat in front of the echelle 
grating so that the only dlspersion is provided by the spherical grating. The 
spatial arrangement of the elements of the short wavelength spectrograph is 
shown in Figure 9. In this figure, all other optics have been deleted for clarity. 

The present choices for grating ruH.ngs are not necessarily final. As more 
detailed test data on the television cameras becomes available it may become 
desirable to adjust the spectrogra.ph disperSions to better match detector reso
lution. The final values will not be greatly different from those described here, 
though. "rhe' short wavelength high dispersion format is shown in Figure 10, in 

which the echelle array is drawn inscribed within the 25 mm diameter sensitive 
area of the television camera. Spectral data is not confined within the trapezoi
dal outline. of course. Rather this outline represents the region containing a 
continuous display of wavelengths. Discrete segments of spectra will be seen to 
longer wavelengths at the top of the display and to shorter wavelengths at the, 
bottom of the display. ll'l. addition, the left and right edges of the TV image will 
contain additional information r edundant to that found inside the trapezoid. The 
reciprocal dispersion is proportional to waveler.gth and has a value of 1. 2A /mm 
near the ente 0 the format.,.. .at 16.70A. - -

When the low dispersion flat is in.serted in front of the echelle grating, the 
spectral array collapses to a single first order spectral as shown in Figure 11. 
Normally, only the spectrum of energy coming through the 3 arc second hole 
will appear. However, when the larger slot is 'uncovered, spectra corresponding 
to the two apertures will appear side by side as illustrated . The angular sepa
r ation of the two apertures is 2 arc minutes. The reci1ll'ocal dispersion of the 
low dispersion spectra i s constant, with avalue of 40A/mlfl . Figure 12 shows 
the echelle format for the long wavelength spectrograph . At 2590A near the 
center of the format, the reCiproca l dispersion is 1. 7 A /mm. The low dis er
si9n format are ill.u~trated in Fl gure 13. _ Here, the rec iprocal dispersion is 
60AI 

The tVlO spect rographs together can provide continuous high dispersion 
speetr al coverage from 1192A to 3031A and intermittent coverage down to 1135A 
and up to 3255 )\ . A comparison lamp has been inc luded to provide wavelength 
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standards over this spectral region. It will be a hollow cathode lamp. probably 
containing a Ne carrier gas and an Fe-Cu cathode. The final lamp materials 
will be selected to provide an adequate distribution of sharp lines over the 
echelle formats. The location of the lamp is shown in Figure 6. It is mounted 
behind the primary mirror, where it illuminates a diffuse surface on the back of 
the sun-protect shutter. When the shutter is closed, radiation from the lamp 
then floods the acquisition plate so that it appears like a diffuse source filling 
the spectrograph entrance apertures. As a result, if a stellar spectrum and a 
comparison spectrum were recorded on the same image, they would be superim
posed. The spectrograph will be sufficiently stable that sequential images, first 
of star and then of comparison, will perro.it accurate we.velength determinations. 
In fact, during routine observing, comparison... ctra will be recorded onI as 
often as eeded to maintain the wavelength calibrat ion. How often comparison 
exposures are needed will be determined by experience . No hotometric stan
dards will be carried ~n the sp~ecraft. Photometric calibrat ion wi e .a.ccom
p s eaoy obse ,tandard stars whose s ectral fluxes halOO-he.en..acclITately 

ete d 9Y. other means. It will be possible to measure the response linear
ity of the detectors ..!?! recordiilg graded exposures to flood lamps. 

The detector systems used to record the spectrograph images consist of a 
pr oximity focussed image converter attached to an SEC Vidicon television tube, 
as shown in Figure 14. The image converter is a Bendix 8040 tube with a mag
nesium fluoride faceplate and cesium telluride photocathode. The white light 
image produced by the converter is transmitted through the fiber optic output of 
the converter directly into the fiber optic faceplate of the TV tube. The TV tube 
is the Westinghouse WX32224 tube, a space qualified version of their commer
c ially available WL30893. J'he useful sensitivity of the detector system starts 
!1h<>ut 1150A and begins to falloff rapidLy above 3000A. As a r esult the system 
has a high rejection to 10!Jger wavelength scattered radiation, which would i!.t
clu e most scatter.ed sunlight or earthlight. 

Since the SEC target has storage capability, it can be used to integrate an 
extended exposure and retain the image until it is read out directly into the te
lemetry system and processed by the ground data computer. No intermediate 
buffering or storage on board the spacecraft is used. In order to prepa r e the 
TV tube for an exposure, the target must be erased to r emove all vestigial 
traces of prior exposures. The preparation procedure consists of exposing the 
tube to an incandescent floodlamp which uniformly irradiates the faceplate . The 
tube is then rapidly read out four times, which removes nearly all charge from 
the target. This flood-erase cycle is itself repeated four time s, the entire 
process taking about 1.5 minutes, and it restores the target to a pristine state, 
ready to begin a new exposure. Exposu:r-es are shuttered by turning on and off 
the camera high voltage. The shortest possible exposure time depends on the 
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rise and fall characteristic s of the high voltage power supply and is expected to 
be between 1 and 5 seconds. The longest possible exposure will be limited by 
the rate at which backt,,"Tound noise builds up on the SEC target. Tubes of this (

e have been exposed as long as ten hours under laboratory conditions with 
acceptable results ; however, they should not be expected to perform this well in 
the IDE environment, particularly under the influence of the high energy cosmic 
r ay flux. Performance predictions for the scientific instrument assume a lim
iting exposure of one hour, but that limit ma y be increased after launch a s a re
sult of operational experience. The only factors other than tube background that 
should be expected to limit an exposure are the approach of the sun, earth, or 
moon. 

At the end of an exposure, the image is read out and transmitted dir ectly to 
the ground. The readout consists of a digital scan of the target in an .array of 
768 x 768 image elements. This scan corresponds to sampling the optical image 
of the spectrum in 33 micron steps. The readout rate :i.s controlled by telemetry 
and can proceed at speeds up to 5000 steps per second. The read beam is pulse 
modulated, being switched on for 511sec at each step, and the signal cur r ent is 
transmitted to ground with 8 bit quantization. A complete readout requires 2.7 
minutes. The camera can then be commanded through the 1.5 minute prepara
tion procedure and be ready to commence another exposure. 

IN TRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE 

The spectral resolution that can be expected with the scientific instrument 
results from a convolution of the point spread profile s corresponding to guiding 
errors by the spacecraft, aberrations and misalignments in the optical system, 
and the point spread function of the detector system. T able 3 shows the pre
dicted full width at half maximum of the total profile resulting from this convo
l ution . It should be emphasized that these are predicted resolutions which have 
yet to be verified. They are based on ray traces and misalignment analyses of 
the optical design, preliminary tests of the resolution of the detector system , 
and on the assumption that the guidance errors will pr oduce an integrated image 
equ ivalent to uniformly filling the 3 arc second entranc e aperture. If the 10 x 
oarc e d erture were ed . the spectral z:e.aolut·on for stars would be 

===:-e:::.:c:::.;t:,;::ed, but for extended sources fi ll' he slit the resolUtion would e 3 
u.u~..u.lI~~...' .~the ow dispersion mode and 6 t imes worse in the high dispe r sion 
.\.WJ;Ul!JiW,.!Q..i~»"",-~~,,&.;able 3. 

~........ooIoIt..l:. of the instrument depends on the net coll~ing area of the 
, the efficienc ies of the three mirr ors (five in the case of 

~eJ.e~:ta-"Spectrograp ) and two gratings , and the sensitivity of the 
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TABLE 3 

Full Width at Half Maximum of Ins trumental Profile 

6A. 6A. 
(H gh) (Low)[ 

Long A. Spectrograph 
I 

3000A 0.20A 6.oA 

2500A 0. 16 6.0 I 

2000A 
---- -

Short }.. Spectrograph 

0.16 7.2 I 

1800A 

1500A 

1200A 

0.15 

0.14 

0.10 

4.4 

5.2 

4.4 

I 
i 

I 

! 

/ 

camera system. In predict ing sensitivities , the greatest uncertainties are the 
I efficiencies and scattered light properties of the flight gratings, which have not 

yet been ruled , and the r ate at which noise background will accumUlate in the TV 
cameras 1.'"1 orbit . Assuming the expected values for these various quantities 
and taking a s ignal- to-noise ratio of 50 as the r equirement on data quality, the 
short wavelength spectr ograph at 1500A should be able to record a flux of about 
8 photons/cm2 sec A in a one hour exposure. At 2500A the long wavelength 
spect rograph should be able to r ecord a flux of about 2 photons/cm2 sec A in 
one hour. TheBe flux values ar e approximately equivalent to those from an un
reddened BO star of eighth to ninth magnitude. In the low dispersion mode , the 
flux levels necessary for a one hour exposure are about 0.03 photons/ cm 2 sec A 
at 1500A and 0.02 photons/cm2 sec A at 2500A . Of course , fa inter sources can 
be recorded if one accepts a lower s ignal-to- noise r atio. Since the TV image is 
r ead out and recor ded digitally , it i s also possible to reach fainter fluxes at the 
expense of spectral resolution by addit ion of adjacent image elements with the 
ground computer. Finally. the limit iDg sensitivity depends on how long it is 
possible to expose the TV cameras in orbit . We believe our as sumpt ions are 
conservative in this regard , but c annot be sure. 
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The se sitivities quoted above were ca.lculated at 1500)\ and 2500A. near the 
maximum grat ing blaze efficienc ies for the two spectrographs. Each spectro
graph is less efficient near the ends of its range because of the blaze properties 
of the spherical gr ating . The sensitivity of the short wavelength specb:ogr~h 
drops rapidlJL.,helow 1200A due to the de easing reflectivities of the five sur
face " eBCO e and s etro a h. T!!e sensitivity of the long waveleng1h 
spectrograph drops rapidly above 300 ! bec ause of the decreasing sensit ity-pf 
~cesium telluride photocathoge. A further complication is that each order in 
the echelle spectrum is also blaz d, peaking at the center of the order and drop
ping in theory to 40 percent of the peak value at each end of the order. This 
effect is indicated on the echelle formats in Figures 10 and 12, where the points 
are mar ked at which the theoretical echelle efficiency is 0, 60, and 40 percent 
of peak. In practice ech He gratings do ot show such trongly peaked blazes 
in the ultravio et, but the exact performance of the IDE gratings c annot be known 
until they are ruled . To illus t rate thes e various effects , Figure 15 shows the 
expected relative sensitivity curves for the low dispersion spectrographs. Figure 
16 shows a curve drawn th r ough the expected relative sens itivities at the blaze 
wav .lengths in each echelle order of the high dispersion spectrographs " This 
curve represents the maximum s ensitivity envelope. Figur 17 shows the con
tinuous relative sensitivity curve fo r a short section of the high dispersion long 
wavelength spectrograph to illustrate the expected effect of the echelle blaze. 

Basically , the instrumentation options available to the observer are: long 
wavelength or short wavelength spectrograph, high or low disperSion, and large 
or small slits . Exposures may be made with the two spectrographs Simultane
ously, but it must be remembered that the entrance apertures are separated by 
one arc minute. An additional restriction is that data can be read out of only 
one camera at a time. However , other cameras may be exposing while one 
camera is be ing read out. The choice of high or low disperSion c an be made 
independently for the two spectr ographs , so that one spectrograph could be op

rating in the high dispers ion mode while the other is in the low dispersion 
configuration . 

The shutters on the entrance apertures are connected together 80 that they 
must be opened and closed together. Furthermore, since the 3 arc sec aper
tures are considered prime, they cannot be closed . As a result, two configura
tions are possible : (1) the two 3 sec apertures are open and the two 0 x 20 sec 
apertures are clos ed, or (2) all four apertures are open. In the low dispersion 
mode , having the large and small apertures open together poses no problem. 
Spectra from the two holes fall ide by side as illustrated in Figures 11 and 13 
and , in fact. one hole may be used to record sky background while a target is 
observed in the other. The spectrograph is nearly stigmatic and the spatial res
olution of the TV ~eras corresponds to about 5 arc secon~ . As a result 
some small spatial discr"mmatio Within the 10 x 20 arc second slot should be 
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Figure 15 . Pred icted Re lative Sensitiv ity Curves of Low Dispers ion Spectrographs 
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, possible. The lar ge aperture is oriented with low dispersion observations in 
mind. The long dimens ion of the s lot is perpendicular to the low dispersion 
direction, and the displacement between the large and small holes is also per
pendicular to the low dispersion direction . The slot length and d ir.ection of 
displacement are parallel to the echelle dispersion. however . In tb'e high dis
persion mode when both large and small holes are open the spectrum from the 
small hole will be superimposed on the spectrum from the large hole , with a 
displacement of about 1 . 5 mm, corresponding typically to around 2A . Generally. 
the large s lot would not be opened for high dispersion spectroscopy except per
haps for observations of extended emission line object s. On the other hand, if 
the guidance system degrades so that the larger hole must be used for stellar 
spectroscopy , the superposition of the ver y faint sky background from the :3 arc 
second aperture would r arely cause a pr oblem . 

" OBSERVING PROCEDu~ES 

'I 
The configur ation of the Observatory Control Center and the pr ocedures for 

observing w 'th the IUE are only beginning to be developed . The present plan is 
that observing time will be assigned by a scheduling subcommittee ol'the ruE 
Astronomy Wor king Gr oup. the subcommittee being chaired by the,Observatory 
Director. Schedules would be wor ked out in six month blocks . based on exami
nation of detailed observing plans from the observers. Prior to boming to the 
Observatory. the user will submit his planned observing sequence to the Obser
vatory staff. and they will examine the plan for feasibility and safety. verifying 
that it can be merged with the !Jlans of other concurrent observers. Since the 
Observatory will operate 24 hours a day. observers will operate on a shift 
basis. taking over use of the observatory from the observer on the prior shift 
and passing it over to the observer scheduled for the follOWing shift at either the 
U.S. or the European Control Center. 

With the prior planning accomplished , the observer will arrive at the Con
trol Center in time for a final review of his schedule with the staff and, if he 
has not used the IUE before. a short training period. During his shift, the ob
server will direct the activities of the spacecraft and scientific instrument op
erators and a data reduction specialist. An observing sequence will start with 
the observer r equest ing that the tele scope be slewed to the coordinates of his 
first target. After 'the s lews have been accomplished, an acqUisition camera 
image will be commanded , resulting in a display on the TV monitor, with 2 arc 
sec resolution , of the pOSitions of all stars brighter than a pre-determined mag
nitude. The observer can compare this display with a finder chart , identify his 
t arge star. and designate a suitable gui e star. The telescope operator will 
then command the acquisition camer a to transmit localized high resolution 
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images in the vicinities of these two stars. The ground computer will determine 
their positions relative to the desired aperture. calculate the fine slews required 
to move the stellar image into the aperture, command these slews to take place, 
and command the offset tracker to begin guiding on the guide star. Normally 
this process of selecting the target star and moving it into the spectrograph ap
erture should take less than five minutes, providing the user can easily identify 
his field. In very confusing cases, the observer may need to examine a detailed 
acquisition image containinf, enough dynamic range for a reasonable gray scale. 
On these occasions, an additional 2.7 minutes will be required to transmit the 
detailed image to the ground. 

After the target image is in the correct aperture and guidance has been 
turned over to the offset tracker, the spectrograph camera high voltage is com
manded on to start the exposure. Du.r.ing-.tha.c ure the 'dance_qualit ay 
~OAit.Qre_don. the grDJ.md by examin~ the error signal from the of l.e~t...tJ.:ack.er. 

If there is uncertainty about the optimum length of exposure, the exposure can-l?e interrupted part way through and a small section of the sQectrograQh cera 
image to one side, containing redundant information, can be sampled in order to 
d etermine how much additional exposure time is need . At the end of the expo
sure , the tube high voltage is turned off, and the camera is commanded to read 
out the image. The telescope may be held on target until the observer has an 
opportunity to examine the data. About three minutes after the end of the expo
sure the raw spectrum as it came from the TV camera could be displayed on a 
TV monitor to see if the observation should be repeated or if the subsequent ob
serving schedule should be modified in some way. When the observer deter
mines that useful data ha,s been obtained, the spectral image will be stored for 
full processing and the observing session will continue. 

Routine data processing will be done by the observatory staff on a production 
basis. Routine processing is defined as those calculations that require special 
knowledge of the IUE Observatory but that do not require astronomical interpre
tation of the data. These tasks include noise and distortion removal, wavelength 
determination to an accuracy comparable to the spectral resolution, and photo
metric calibrations. The rapidly changing sensitivity curve in Figure 16 indi
cates the importance of good photometric calibrations. The system will be 
calibrated with respect to a well referenced set of standard stars. The calibra
tions will be maintained by the Observatory staff and the final. data output will be 
expressed in terms of these standards. Of course, if special calibration proce
dures are necessary for a particular research problem, the required observa
tions can be carried out as a part of that observing program, but non-standard 
data reductions will be the r esponsibiLty of the observer. Similarly, if a par
ticular problem requires more accurate wavelengths than are normally provided, 
the necessary data can be obtained and reduced by the observer. 
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The final reduced data is intended to be availa.ble normally within 24 hours 
of the observation so that spectra taken on one day could be delivered to the ob
server during his' shift the following day. Of course, if many short exposures 
were taken during one observing shift, the data reduction work might fall behind 
temporarily, but the backlog would be eliminated during the next series of 
longer-than-average exposures. Data output may take a variety of forms de
pending on the preference of the observer . Magnetic tape, analog strip chart 
records, and photographic prints of the raw and corrected images can be 
obtained. 
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